-In "Defect prediction from static code features: current results, limitations, new approaches", Menzies, Milton, Turhan, Cukic, Jiang, and Bener use machine learning to predict which modules will likely contain the most defects, allowing testing managers to allocate precious testing resources accordingly. In particular, they show how tuning a meta-learning framework can outperform other ML approaches. -In "Stable rankings for different effort models", Menzies, Jalali, Hihn, Baker, and Lum survey 158 different methods for predicting the likely effort required for a software development project. Their contribution is to isolate four of the 158 methods that among them outperform all the others; that is, for a given project in the case study, it is likely the best method will be one of the four and very unlikely that one of the other 154 will do well. Their case study demonstrates surprisingly robust stability of the results across a multidimensional parameter space defined by varying evaluation criteria, data sets, and random seeds. Clearly, if these results can be replicated and extended to other domains, this is a powerful and useful result indeed. -Gay, Menzies, Davies, and Gundy-Burlet describe treatment learning systems and show in "Automatically finding the control variables for complex system behavior" that treatment learners can outperform traditional numerical optimization routines in isolating small sets of critical system parameters (ones on which a system's success or failure most sensitively depend). By isolating these critical sets, a development team can most efficiently allocate its costly resources like attention time of experts and testing resources. The paper's conclusions are supported by results from several NASA-derived case studies.
Please enjoy these interesting and significant contributions to the field of data mining for software engineering, and feel free to send your comments to the authors or to me.
